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Honoring, Observing, Preserving: An Interview with Donna L. Long
When I began my quest to learn more about nature journls, Donna L. Long's were the ones that kept catching my eye on Flickr. Filled
with images, sketches, and lengthy notes, it was hard not to be wooed by her eye-catching journals. But what really caught my attention
was the fact that she is a naturalist who has been keeping these journals for over twenty years. It quickly became clear to me that this is
a woman who is truly passionate about the natural world and committed to documenting it day in and day out. After "chatting" via email, I have come to have even more admiration for Donna's dedication to not only documenting her observations, but to also sharing
her knowledge with others for the larger purposes of conservation and education. Please join me in welcoming Donna to The

Magnifying Glass.
Welcome to The Magnifying Glass, Donna! Please tell us a little about yourself and your location.
I am a master naturalist and writer who lives in the big city of Philadelphia, PA in the USA. I was born and have lived in Philly all my
life. My naturalist work and writing is mostly volunteer with some pay. I use the pay to cover my blog/website and volunteering

expenses. My paying day job is as a high school librarian in the Philadelphia area.

My family is originally from the American South and the Smoky Mountains. Both sides of my family were and some still are, farmers.
My maternal grandparents continued to garden, hunt and fish even in Philadelphia. So, I grew up knowing where my food really comes
from, the land. My grandfather always told me, "If you have good land you can eat". I firmly believe and understand this.
My hometown, Philadelphia sits mostly on the Atlantic Coastal Palin. This plain is a broad, flat, sandy stretch of land that spreads
eastward, through New Jersey to the Atlantic Ocean. Philadelphia on the western side of the city sits on a higher hilly place called the
Piedmont Upland. Philadelphia is in the area known as the Great Eastern Deciduous Forest. There are forests, rivers, creeks, and
wetlands, right in the city limits. Hawks and Turkey Vultures circle in the sky above. And great flocks of birds migrate right through the
city.

Most people think of Philadelphia in terms of the Liberty Bell and Independence Hall, but the natural places are what delight me the
most.I remember years ago at the Philadelphia Flower Show there was an exhibition with the theme, "What would Philadelphia and
North America be like, if the European explorers and immigrants were open and receptive to American indigenous ideas of living
responsibly in the land?" The image of the sustainable place that could have been, created by the two peoples together, sticks in my
mind and haunts me. I want to work toward that ideal, not just for people alive today but for all my indigenous grandmothers and
grandfathers who lived here for thousands of years and sacrificed selfish desires to keep the land abundant. It is the least I can do. This
land is my legacy. Except for my African heritage, this land is my homeland.
When and how did you start nature journaling?
I created my first nature journal back in 1990. I had read the nature drawing books of Clare Walker Leslie and was enthralled. Her book
with Charles Roth, Keeping a Nature Journal is a classic.

How would you describe your approach/style of journaling?
I tend to keep a nature journal in the scientific-flavored style of Joseph Grinnell. This systematic style of note-taking is good for writers
and teachers like me. I do try to write something everyday, even if it is just a few lines about the weather.

I used to draw and sketch a lot, but several years ago I bought a digital camera. I wanted to be a better photographer, even while in art
school. But, me and film cameras didn't get along. But, with digital, I am a fairly decent photographer. Now, I use photographs in my
nature journals more than sketches. But, this year I am trying to balance my love of photography with my love of sketching. Sketching is
still the best way for me to really look and observe a plant or animal. Photographs don't teach me in the same way. With a photo, I am
more focused on creating an attractive image than noticing the shape of a leaf.
Do you have any suggestions on how to introduce nature journaling with children?
Let them see you do it. This almost guarantees that they will want to do it, too. In teaching we call this "modeling good behavior".
What are your favorite local spots for nature walks?
I like to walk in my neighborhood, the Wissahickon Valley Forest in Northwest Philadelphia and Tinicum National Wildlife Refugee in
South Philly. I like it best when I am in a forest or wetland in the city. There is something life-affirming about having wonderful, exciting

natural places in such a concrete-and-asphalt environment.

I look forward to the day when the city streets are lined with indigenous trees, shrubs and flowers. Then the city will be alive with the
buzzing native bumble bees and singing of native birds. William Penn (the man who received the land grant of Pennsylvania from the
then king of England) wanted Philly to be a "Greene Countrie Towne". I want it to be one, too.
Do you have a favorite season?
Oh, autumn hands down. Here in the East coast of North America the deciduous trees put on such a beautiful show you can't help but
love it. The golds, reds, and rust colored leaves of trees and shrubs is just wonderful. The air temperature is cooler, the humidity

disappears and the bugs are beginning to thin out. Autumn is just gorgeous.

Can you share some of your recent observations with us?
I saw my first flock of American Robins on the campus where I work. Robins in this area, retreat to the woods and forest for the winter.
They don't migrate far. And our winter have grown so much milder than they used to be. So, the Robins tend to stick around. They don't

sing, they just hop around in small groups.
The buds on the tress and shrubs are swelling and ready to burst into bloom any moment. My Northern Blue Flags, a local wetland
plant, has light green stalks peaking up out of the ground. When it blooms the colors are delicious shades of purple that begs to be made
into a sweet, sticky candy.
Donna, Thank you for giving us such a beautiful peek into your corner of the world and your work as a naturalist. I
really had no idea Philadelphia was such a natural wonderland. Your dedication to documenting and preserving
your hometown is not only admirable, but truly inspiring.
Donna's blog, In Season, is a great resource for learning more about nature journaling and the seasonal wonders of Philadelphia and
the Delaware Valley. If you live in the Philadelphia area or are planning at trip there, be sure to check out this great list of local parks
and preserves. You can also keep up with Donna through her Flickr photostream which highlight her local sightings.

---Lucia
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Nancy said...
So incredibly inspiring--I really appreciate the peek into the journal of an adult who is a trained naturalist and who has enjoyed doing
this for a very long time.
Thank you so much Lucia for bringing us this interview, and of course thanks to Donna for opening up and sharing such fascinating
insights into her journaling.
Reply March 11, 2011 at 06:14 PM

Lucia said in reply to Nancy...
Thanks, Nancy. It was interesting and inspiring for me to learn about Donna's work, too. In many ways, I am learning at the same level
as my kids since I never grew up keeping a formal nature journal. It is nice to have the sage advice of someone who has been seriously
studying and keeping journals like Donna has been doing for many years.
Thank you, again for the interview, Donna!
Reply March 12, 2011 at 12:34 AM

Dawnsuzette said...
Donna thanks so such for sharing your journal...and so much more... with us! I wish I had known about all of this natural wonder when
I spent the summer in Philadelphia years ago.
Wonderful interview Lucia!
Reply March 14, 2011 at 09:11 AM
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